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Happy V-E Day/Follow- Up On Yesterday’s
Prognostication, Some Extra Bits And Pieces
NOTE: For comments, suggestions or tips, please
contact Larry. To view past newsletters or homepage.
HAPPY V-E DAY!
First off, I want to say Congratulations to All of the
Greatest Generation that this World has ever known.
May 8th is the Celebration of Victory in Europe!
Without the American Military, and the tremendous
Men and Woman who participated in helping to
defeat Nazi Germany, and save Europe in the process,
the World would a very different place today.
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You have our steadfast thanks and total admiration
for your service, love of Country – and complete
devotion to Freedom and what it Stands For!
WE PROUDLY SALUTE YOU!
PREFACE: We here are very thankful for the
readership that we have generated in our short time in
the Newsletter Arena. So much so, that we would like
to reprint an except that one of our most astute
readers sent in yesterday.
With her permission, we note some of her comments
and observations below.
ON WITH THE SHOW!
Hi Larry
LOVE the new site. PERFECT!!
Now some comments on your latest Newsletter:
You know I have been saying since last year, when I saw the
weak lineup of candidates the Democrats put up against the
seemingly invincible Trump and his roaring economy, that
the clever foxes were up to something quite extraordinarily
cunning.
Yep! Michelle to come riding in to save the day at the last
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minute during a brokered convention. Over the months, and
especially since the Wuhan Virus plan, to destroy everything
that would get Trump reelected, I have revised my opinion
on what the cabal is planning.
I still think that the original plan of the powers that control
everything about our political system is being followed. That
goal is to bring the Obamas back to the White House in
order to accelerate the demise of our US Democratic
Republic, weaken its position in the world, instill socialism
and the government takeover of industry/commerce/
healthcare, etc.
But, I no longer believe the white horse will ride in at the
Convention. I think Biden will continue on the ticket, while
the media and the party prop him up, cover up his
blunders, and bury his misdeeds abroad and with the
indiscretions of his past.
At this point, 40% of the Democratic voters think someone
should replace Biden, and since there are no dynamically
viable female choices for VP, among the current group
mentioned, he will announce Michelle as his running mate
whenever his poll numbers begin to sag.
I think it would be VERY risky for the party to replace Biden
with Michelle at this point in time, as the Presidential
candidate, since many would feel she doesn't have the
experience to run the country or that it would be too
upsetting so late in the game.
It would also force her to do town halls and debates and TV
interviews, etc. So I think she will stay as the VP candidate
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through to the election. This will give Joe Biden enough
votes to win the election, as the doubters will come around,
knowing that the Obamas would be in the background to
support a weak Biden and the ease with which they could
manipulate him to do what they tell him to do.
They will get the entire party to rally behind the "Beat Trump"
cry, reignite the youth vote, consolidate the Black community
behind them (or risk being seen as traitors to their race by
not supporting Michelle), win the total Hispanic vote (as well
as illegals and felons who will be able to cast votes), enough
of the Independents, and the vast majority of the women
who are either looking for a "sweeter," more erudite, and
slicker-talking leader to win back international respect -- or
just to get a female close to the top of the heap.
Within a short amount of time after his inauguration, Biden
will announce that he is stepping down due to medical
conditions that prevent him from capably handling the stress
and vigor of the position.
He will either have a "heart attack" or will have medical
professionals reveal that he has developed dementia or the
beginning stages of Alzheimer’s.
Biden will give a tearful goodbye and Michelle will
immediately take over as President -- without having to
campaign or debate with Trump!
I don't know whether she will be able to appoint a VP, but if
she does have that power, she will not bring in Barack. That
would generate all kinds of legal wrangling and keep their
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I do predict that she would select a woman to that position if
it is necessary to appoint a VP, or even Bernie Sanders to
help her swing the entire country farther to the far left.
I don't think Pelosi is young enough, popular enough, or
bright enough to even be considered by Michelle or the rest
of the cabal. She will remain Speaker, because the
Republicans will never regain the House in November.
Michelle will, however, give Barack a more important
position, like Secretary of State -- or nominate him to the
Supreme Court to replace Ginsburg who will step aside with
glee, just to see her political legacy continue.
And the rest of the story will be: The United States of
America we grew up in and have loved with all our hearts
and many of us (like you) have fought for will be gone
forever, and WE ARE SCREWED!
So those are my thoughts and I'm stickin' to them!
Please, God.... let me eat crow in November and
apologize for my crazy conspiratorial misconceptions.
But... I will take your advice and continue to think positively.
Thanks for listening to my ramblings. Love you, Larry!

At this point, I wrote her a response, which I won’t
re-print here, because it is of little relevance – but this
is her reply to my email:
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Well, thank you, Larry, for your kind remarks. And you gave
me more to think about:
First, I'm going to bet that the Democrats will run with Biden.
Not enough time to bring in another candidate, and that
would cost them too much money to prepare, present and
promote.
The press is still consumed with the Wuhan Virus coverage
and the party would have to spend millions of advertising
dollars, which would not be necessary if the stuck with
Biden. They just have to keep his mouth shut, restrict his
appearances and interviews, and ride it out till November.
Choosing Michelle as the running mate will generate lots of
free publicity and news coverage, thrills up the leg of Chris
Matthews, non-stop fawning, and exaggerated excitement
within the party.
Everyone will agree Biden has dementia but needs to be
elected as the only way to get the Obamas back in the Oval
Office saddle again.
As for the Biden-Trump debates, should it even happen, it
will probably be done remotely. That means that Biden will
be in his basement with lots of support behind the Zoom
camera.
They can find out what the questions will be (a la Donna
Brazil tactics) and they will write his answers on cue
cards so all he has to do is read the answers. He will look
strong and sane. They will write in certain barbs or goads in
order to get Trump riled up and Trump will bury himself in his
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own heap of crazy rhetoric.
Biden will come across as the stronger/saner/better choice
by contrast, which will pull in the undecided and Independent
voters. Michelle will continue with Barack to go on news
broadcasts, talk and late night shows and have their photos
plastered on all the magazines and newspapers.
And I can see the bumper stickers already: BIDEN AND
OBAMA - GREAT AGAIN!
Thanks again for all you do, Larry!
As you say, keep thinking positive!

It is readers like this that make us here really feel like
maybe we are actually doing something worthwhile
at that. To have people like this, to take her time to
write something in such detail, is very rewarding
indeed.
One confession I have to make. I have know this
lovely lady for over 40 years – and she, and her
Japanese husband – are the best of the best. They
have worked their whole life, scrimped and saved and
are now retired – but still working as hard as ever.
These are the type of people that make America – and
Japan – two of the greatest countries in the world!
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Sorry for this inclusion, but I wanted to share how indepth so many of our readers really are!
SOME EXTRA BITS AND PIECES
With regard to saving money, in these desperate
financial times, another reader suggested – for people
over 65 who still have a mortgage – that they might
consider a reverse mortgage – to give them financial
security until they pass on. He has done this very
thing, and now has enough money to keep he and his
wife going for the rest of their lives.
If this approach sounds interesting – proceed with
caution. Go to a reputable BANK and inquire as to
the best procedure to take.
Another reader suggested that, with regard to better
health, eat as many fruits and vegetables as possible.
Red meat is not good for most people – and it is
much more expensive to boot. Also, this would help
to avoid expensive medical bills.
Also, a doctor friend of mine, another Newsletter
subscriber, recommended using vitamin D as a food
supplement. He says it is one of the best things to
help keep you in good health.
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And finally, another subscriber has given us some
detailed suggestions with regard to the structure and
format of this Newsletter – so if you notice subtle
changes, you will know why.
Finally, all of us would like to sincerely thank all our
readers for keeping in touch with us with your kind
comments, ideas and suggestions – and continued
positive support.
Let’s HOPE that together we can truly MAKE
AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!
That is it for now. Take care, stay safe and keep
thinking positive!
Until next time, Sayonara from Kobe, Japan!
Larry Klepinger
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